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A fully-self-consistent numerical-basis-set linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals calculation of the electronic

structure of TiS, is reported using the method described previously. The calculated band structure differs

considerably from those previously obtained by non-self-consistent muffin-tin models. Comparison with

experiment shows that the calculated optical properties for energies below 16 eV and the various

characteristics of the valence and conduction bands agree very well with optical-absorption and electron-

energy-loss data as well as with photoemission, x-ray absorption, and appearance-potential spectra. A small

indirect gap (0.2—0.3 eV) occurs at the points M and L in the Brillouin zone with a larger direct gap (0.8
eV) at I . We suggest that the characteristic semi-metallic large g value observed experimentally originates

from a near coincidence of the band gap with the enhanced spin-orbit splitting which is consistent with the

soft-x-ray data and our band model. The bonding mechanism in TiS, is discussed in detail; it is shown by a
direct calculation of the self-consistent charge density and the transverse effective charge that the system is

predominantly covalent with small static ionic character and large dynamic ionicity. In contrast with muffin-

tin Xa models, the bonding is found to be largely due to Ti 4s4p to S 3p bonds and a much weaker Ti 3d to
S 3p bond. The effects of muffin-tin approximation and self-consistency are discussed in detail. Extrapolation
of these results to the case of TiSe, is made and the possible origin of its charge-density wave is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The renewed experimental and theoretical inter-
est in the layered transition-metal dichalcogenides
has brought about in the last few years much great-
er understanding of their unusual anisotropic opti-
cal and transport properties, ' and, more recently,
those properties associated with the observation of
charge-density waves' in some of these systems.
Perhaps an outstanding exception is 1T-TiS, for
which the available information is still in a state
of flux and conflict. For example, while optical
experiments' have suggested that TiS, is a semi-
conductor with a gap of about 1-2 eV, recent tem-
perature-dependent resistivity measurements on
high-purity stoichiometric samples" demonstrated
a semimetallic behavior and a remarkable temper-
ature-dependent electrical resistivity proportional
to T' from at least 10-400 K. Similarly, the theo-
retical description has had its difficulties. An
early non-self-consistent Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
(KKR) calculation in the muffin-tin (MT) approxi-
mation"' showed a fundamental gap of 2.0 eV at I'
and a smaller indirect gap of 1.4 eV between F and
I.. Further, while some of the calculated inter-
band transition energies in the MT-KKR model
could be reconciled with the observed data only
after a rigid shift of about 1.4 eV was introduced
in the theoretical transition energies, an empirical
non-self-consistent tight-binding model' ' with pa-

rameters chosen to fit these observed optical
transitionS yields (a) a valence-band width about a.

factor of 2 too small (relative to the x-ray photo-
emission data' ") and (b) a similar underestima-
tion of the d-conduction-band width (compared with
the observed appearance-potential spectra"). Sim-
ilar contradictions occur in the various one-elec-
tron models derived to explain absorption mech-
anisms in TiS,: while the semiempirical (optical
data) model of Murray etal. ' suggests the occur-
rence of a nonoverlapping metal d band in the gap
formed between the bonding and antibonding metal-
nonmetal s-p bands (v-o* gap), the crystal-field
model of Husiman etal. ,

"suggests that the metal
d band appears in the valence-band continuum. By
contrast, x-ray photoemission of %'illiams and
Shepherd" places the lower part of the d band in
partial overlap with the valence band, while a sec-
ond component of this band appears in the antibond-
ing o* region.

In this paper, we present the results of an gg
initio theoretical study of the electronic properties
of TiS, using our self-consistent numerical-basis-
set linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO)
method. ""This method uses an accurate non-
linearly optimized (exact) atomic basis set for all
core, valence, and some virtual states of the atoms
appearing in the unit cell. All interaction and over-
lap integrals are evaluated accurately using a
three-dimensional numerical Diophantine integra—
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tion method. "" Full self-consistency is obtained
in a scheme that does not restrict the form of the
crystalline charge density to any particular shape
(viz. , cellular or MT schemes" that spherically
average the charge density around each site be-
fore the next iteration is attempted or iterative
LCAO schemes that represent the charge density
as a lattice sum of spherically symmetric atomic
densities'B). All non-MT contributions to the po-
tential are fully retained and the electron local-
density correlation functional" "is treated as an
intrinsic part of the crystal potential. The result-
ing self-consistent band structure indicates that
stoichiometric TiS, is a semiconductor with a very
small indirect band gap (of the order of 0.2-0.3
eV) separating the unoccupied d-based bands from
the valence cr bands. The bonding mechanism is
predominantly covalent with some minor ionic
character and involves a metal s, p to nonmetal
s, p chemical bond. The major metal atom con-
figuration in the solid is the split-valence
Ti 3d' "4s' '4p' configuration with x=-0.02e, y
= 0.88, and z =0.4e (compared with the values of
x=y =z =0 in the free-atom limit) in which sub-
stantial intra-atomic 4s to 4p electron promotion
takes place, along with an interatomic charge re-
distribution that results in an increased population
of the sulphur 3p shell.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND DESCRIPTION

OF THE METHOD

Since a detailed description of our method of cal-
culation was given elsewhere, ""we outline here
only those features which are pertinent for under-
standing the TiS, investigation. In this study we
solve self-consistently (SC) the one-particle local-
density equations, in which the crystal effective
potential" "includes the usual o.p'~'(r) (with n
= —,') in the exchange potential V,„(r)and the free-
electron correlation potential V „(r)given by
Singwi e«~."as fitted to an analytic form by Hedin
and Lundqvist, "both obtained from the total
ground-state electronic charge density

OC

p„„(r)= , g n, (k)(,*. (k, r)gz(k, r) dk . (1)
/=1 BZ

In addition, we will also discuss briefly self-con-
sistent results obtained with the correlation func-
tional omitted from the potential and several val-
ues of the somewhat artificial scale factor a for
V,„(r)(e.g. , n = 0.72,"and the Slater value o = 1,
currently used in band theory).

We start with an initial guess for the charge den-
sity in a form of a population-dependent superposi-
tion density

m. l

(2)

where f„",and Q' denote the atomic (ionic) orbital
population for Ti and S in a central-field (n, l) no-
tation and the net ionic charge of site n, respec-
tively, and R and d denote lattice vectors and
the o.th site position vectors, respectively.
p (r, {f„"„Q"f)is taken as the self-consistent
(spherically symmetric) charge density of atom
(ion)n, obtained by solving numerically the local-
density one-particle equation for this site. The
single-site population number s and charges are
used later as free parameters that are iteratively
adjusted so as to minimize the different Ap(r) be-
tween the crystal charge density and the superpos-
ition density. With this choice, the initial poten-
tial V'"~(r) is a sum of four terms, VBBBc(r);
VLBBgr); V,'"„"(r),and V,',"~, (r). Here VB"„~c(r)and
V~"„Bc(r)denote the short-range Coulomb and the
long-range Coulomb superposition (initial) poten-
tials, respectively. VBvc(r) is obtained as a lat-
tice sum of the individual one-site Coulomb poten-
tials obtained by solving Poisson's equation for
p„(r)+(Z„—Q )5(r), while VL'B""gr) is obtained as
an Ewald sum" of the residual electrostatic point
charges Q". V,"„B(r)and V'"B, (r) are obtained by
directly applying the exchange and correlation
functionals to the superposition density in Eq. (2).
Note that in calculating V',"„'(r)and V,'",'„(r),the
potential is not linearized with respect to the in-
dividual one-site densities p„(r),nor is it spheri-
cally averaged around each site as is common in
KKR and augmented-plane-wave (APW) techniques.
Also, all non-muffin-tin parts both in the short-
range Coulomb and in the electrostatic point-ion
potential are fully retained in V'"'(r). Owing to
the low site symmetry in the TiS, structure, these
contributions are sizable and cannot be neglected
(e.g. , a 4-Ry non-muffin-tin potential correction
is calculated at the Ti-S bond center). The poten-
tial V'"'(r) is converged to 10 ' a.u. after the lat-
tice sum in Eg. (2) and in VB"„Bc(r)are extended to
27 a.u. and the Ewald summation is performed up
to maximum reciprocal and real-space cutoff dis-
tances of Gmax~ 51 a.u. and Rmax~ 23 a, uo& re-
spectively. At this state V'""(r) is fully defined by
specifying the atomic numbers, Z~, and Z~, the
crystal structure and the assumed populations and
ionic charges {f"„„Q").We note, however, that
owing to the nonlinearity of the exchange and cor-
relation functionals with respect to p (r), the sup-
erposition potential V'"B(r) is not describable as a
simple lattice sum of one-site terms, and hence
the solution of the one local-density equations con-
stitutes a multicenter problem.
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The crystal eigenfunctions P, (%, r}are expanded in
the standard LCAQ form as linear combinations of
Bloch functions 4„(fc,r} constructed from the
basis functions y„(r)of type p, and site n .These
are obtained by solving self-consistently for the
isolated Ti'~ and S ' species a local-density one-
particle equation similar to that used to generate
the one-site densities p (r), but with an added
external potential well" that acts to suppress the
long tails of the virtual atomic orbitals that might
cause linear dependence in the Bloch basis set.
The radius of this well is chosen so that all core
orbitals will be practically unchanged by its pres-
ence. The set {4„„(k,r})obtained in this way is
fully defined by the assumed population and charges
(f„„Q},the crystal structure, and the atomic
numbers; a real-space cutoff distance of 21 a.u.
is required for 10-ppm accuracy. We use an ex-
tended numerical basis set of 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p,
3d, 4s, and 4p for Ti, and ls, 2s, 2P, 3s, 3P,
and 3d for S (a total of 46 basis functions).

We next write the linear LCAO equations in the
usual way, with the Hamiltonian and overlap ma-
trix elements given in the Bloch basis. These ma-
trix elements are calculated directly by a three-
dimensional Diophantine numerical integration
scheme. "" (About 5000 integration points were
required to obtain an accuracy of 1-3 mRy in the
valence and the lowest 9 conduction bands and
-18-mRy accuracy in the core bands. ) All the
multicenter integrations encountered in conven-
tional LCAO theory are completely avoided, and
any general form of the crystal potential or basis
set can be treated equally in a straightforward
manner.

The secular equation is solved for a set of wave
vectors (k,) in the irreducible section of the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) (see notation in Fig. 1) and the re-
sulting wave functions Q, (k„r))for all occupied
bands are used to compute the crystal density, but
with the BZ integration replaced by a discrete
summation over the set {k~=I', M, K, A, L, , H)
with their associated nearest-volume weights. It
is found that although the BZ dispersion of the
band charge density is substantial, the wave-vec-
tor-dependent total ground-state charge density

p(k, r) =gn&(k)p&(k, r)
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had a much lower dispersion. To evaluate the er-
ror introduced by sampling p(k„r)at a limited k,
set, we have calculated its Fourier transform (x-
ray scattering factor) across the BZ (Fig. 2). The

horizontal lines on the right-hand side of the figure
represent the results obtained from the superposi-
tion model [Eq. (2)] with the electronic configura-
tions Ti 3d'4s' and S 3s'3p', while the horizontal

r X M K T I' A R L H A

FIG. 1. Brillouin zone (BZ) for the 1T -Tis& structure.

FIG. 2. Dispersion of the k-dependent scattering fac-
tors in TiS2. The horizontal lines on the right-hand
side represent the corresponding structure factors ob-
tained from the initial superposition density [Eq. (2)]
using configuration Ti (M 4s ) andS (3s 3P ). The hor-
izontal lines between the I' and A points represent the
BZ averages. The data were calculated at the 20 k
values denoted by vertical lines on the abscissa.
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TABLE I. X-ray scattering factors of TiSq calculated
in the self-consistent exchange and correlation model,
in units of electron/atom.

hkl Scattering factor

(000)
(Oi i)
(i i3)
(0 i 2)
(i i2)
(0O i)
(02 2)
(003)
(0 i 0)
(02 0)

i8.00
i2.03
3.i0
8.25
7.82
6.57
6.4i
4.70
i.65
i.23

lines along the I -A line are the BZ averages of
the (kkl) scattering factors. It is seen that the
maximum dispersion in the six lowest scattering
factors does not exceed (1-3)% from their mean
value. The largest error in the scattering factors
associated with sampling only the 6 k values is
0.8% while an 11-point sampling (I', Z, M, K, T, A,
R, L, S, S', H) produces a maximum error of 0.5%.
We have performed a single calculation of the band
eigenvalues at I' using the charge density sampled
at 11 k points; the resulting shift in eigenvalues is
5 mRy of which only a 2 mRy shift was nonuniform
(i.e. , band dependent). Hence, we use the 6 E

points as a standard sampling set in our calcula-
tion.

We note from Fig. 2 that the scattering factors
deduced from the superposition model using the
configurations Ti 3d'4s'4p' and S 3s'SP'3d' are
in marked disagreement with those obtained from
the crystal wave functions listed in Table I. Clear-
ly, one needs to optimize the input charge density
to approach self -consistency.

Self-consistency is obtained in our scheme in
two stages; in stage 1 we perform "charge and
configuration self-consistency" (CCSC) and in
stage 2 a 'full self-consistency" (FSC} is obtained.
We define CCSC as a consistent relation between
the crystal potential and charge density in which
the latter is restricted to be representable as a
lattice sum of one-center terms located on exist-
ing atomic sites. The vast majority of self-con-
sistent treatments in solid-state and molecular
theory belong to this class, the main differences
between them being the approximation used in
choosing the single-site projection set [e.g. , a.

spherical muffin-tin set in the multiple-scattering
Xo. (MS-Xn) technique, "a Slater or Gaussian set
in local exchange LCAO molecular studies, "etc.].
One realizes that such a procedure of arbitrarily
dividing the multicenter charge density p„„(r)into
sums of one-center densities centered on a limited

number of sites would not produce, in a general
case, a reliable representation, leading in many
cases to a highly structured and non-negligible re-
sidual density"" "

&p(r) =-p„y(r)-p'"'(r) .
[This term is treated exactly in our second stage
of self-consistency (FSC).]

In our CCSC we vary iteratively the atomic
(ionic) orbital population and charges {f„„Q]
used to construct both the superposition potential
and basis function (by repeating the solution of the
atomic»e-particle equation for a different
{f„'„Q] set) so as to minimize in the least-
squares sense the deviation Ap(r) over the unit-
cell space. This procedure selects the "best"
superposition model in the configuration space de-
fined by the exact numerical one-site orbitals used
here, and offers a direct means of varying our or-
bital basis set nonlinearly by allowing them to re-
lax to the current form of the crystal potential. In
this procedure, charge is redistributed among the
various basis orbitals resulting in hybridization,
shift of nodes, and promotion of charge into the
formerly virtual orbitals (e.g. , Ti 4p or S 3d}.

Since any variation in the core population
[Ti(ls, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p) and S(ls, 2s, 2p)] had little
effect on ~ap(r)~, and the sulphur 3d population
changed by less than 2/p during iterations, the only
remaining effective degrees of freedom were the
Ti+o& (3d' *4s' "4p') and S o'(3s'3p" o&) popula-
tions where Q, =-,'(x-y —z) and Q, =-2Q, . A free
variation of these parameters yielded (6 iterations
were required) a configuration in which x= 0.02e,
y = 0.80e, and z = 0.40e with a Ti net charge of
+ 0.42e and a sulphur charge of -0.21e. The stan-
dard deviation associated with bp(r) was lowered
thereby by a factor of 5.5 relative to the initial
neutral x =y z Qy Qg = 0 configuration. The dif-
ference between this final charge density and the
initial superposition model density with x=y =z =0
is displayed in Fig. 3 along the Ti-S bond direc-
tion. It is evident that in the final CCSC stage sub-
stantial charge is displaced from the core regions
to the interstitial regions with a higher amount of
electronic charge attracted to the sulphur site than
to the titanium site (indicating a partial ionic char-
acter). It is, however, clear from Fig. 3 that even
the convergence limit of the CCSC step [in which
the basis set was nonlinearly varied and the full
nonspherical terms in p'"'(r) were retained], the
final charge density still deviates (a standard de-
viation of 0.53 electron/cell) from the true crystal
charge p„„(r)obtained from the wave functions.
Clearly, in transition-metal compounds like TiS,
with a highly anisotropic structure and consider-
able interpenetration of the central-site wave func-
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O. IO—
peated iteratively with this refined Hamiltonian
(and the fixed basis set obtained in the last CCSC
iteration} so as to diminish the residual density
Ap(r} obtained in successive iterations. The itera-
tions are terminated when ~Ap(K, )~ is smaller than

0.01e (four damped iterations were required).
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FIG. 3. Difference in valence charge density between
the final CCSC result and the initial superposition model
density [with the configurations Ti (3d 4s ) and S (3s 3P )]

along the Ti-S bond direction.

tions into neighboring sites, even a self-consistent
superposition scheme is insufficient to describe
the full charge anisotropy.

In our final stage in self-consistency (FSC), we
take advantage of the fact that in performing stage
1 to convergence all the localized "sharp" features
in Ap(r) [defined now as charge-density difference
between p„„(r)and the final CCSC p'"'{r)] are ab-
sorbed into the nonlinearly varied p'"~(r) so as to
produce a reasonably smooth residual Ap(r) with
a zero net charge. We hence proceed to FSC by
Fourier transforming Ap(r) (using a three-dimen-
sional Diophantine integration) for a list of re-
ciprocal-lattice vectors K, and obtain the correc-
tion to the Coulomb electronic potential b, Vc(r) due
to the residual density ap(r} by analytically solving
the associated Poisson equation. The sum over the
reciprocal-lattice vectors converges rapidly (only
the first seven stars are needed). Next we add
A Vc(r) to Vsgc(r)+ VLgc(r) obtained in the last step
of the CCSC and to the refined exchange and corre-
lation potentials calculated directly from p„„(r).
The solution of the eigenvalue problem is now re-

III. BAND-STRUCTURE RESULTS

TiS, crystallizes in the trigonal CdI, structure
(space group P3m or D,'~) with one formula unit

per cell and a hexagonal Bravais lattice. " " This
phase (also labeled as 1T or the C-6 structure)
contains two-dimensional planes of S-Ti-S units
separated from each other by a "Van der Waals**

gap. The Ti atoms are sandwiched between planes
of S where the stacks are arranged so that each Ti
site lies above another Ti site in the following
stack. The S atoms are arranged in a near octahe-
dral sixfold coordination around the Ti site within
each sandwich; however, due to a slight trigonal
distortion along the c axis, the S-S distances are
not identical. The Ti-S distance is 2.4279 A while
the Ti-Ti distance is 3.40 A. A recent crystallo-
graphic determination of the room-temperature
lattice parameters of stoichiometric TiS, showed
the values g =3.4073+0.0002 A and c=5.6S53
+0.0002 A (c/a=1. 671, compared with the ideal
1T-octahedral value of c/a =1.633) while smaller
values were obtained in the older crystallographic
work of Benard and Jeannin" performed on a non-
stoichiometric sample (a=3.4048 A, c=5.6904 A).
The primitive lattice vectors in this structure are
t, = —,a(Wi j), i, =a/—, and f, =ck. The atomic
positions in the unit cell are given by Ti(0, 0, 0),
S~,~

{1/2&a, —,'a, Zc), and S&,
~
(1/Wa, 0, -Zc),

where the parameter Z governing the interlayer
separation is not determined by symmetry. Its
ideal octahedral value of —,

' is close to the observed
val ue, 28

We assume a perfect crystal arrangement and the
best-known lattice parameters, " and, using the
method outlined in Sec. II, obtain the seU-consistent
band structure of TiS, in the exchange and correla-
tion model shown in Fig. 4. We also denote in this
figure the Madellung point-ion corrected free-ion
eigenvalues of Ti'o and S o~' (where @=0.42e, the
final CCSC value). It is clear that the energy bands
group themselves into severa, l distinct sets. The
upper six bands in the valence region (denoted here
as VBI or the bonding "o"bands) are bonding com-
binations of sulphur 3p and titanium 3d, 4s, and
4p orbitals. The maximum in the valence band oc-
curs at the I', point. Owing to the presence of in-
terlayer bonding, it is not possible to distinguish
between cr and w character in the entire BZ; how-
ever, at I' and A the bands are separable into two
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FIG. 4. Self-consistent exchange and correlation band
structure of Ti82. The horizontal lines on the right-
hand side denote the free-ion eigenvalues (corrected for
the point-ion field in the crystal). The actual calculated
points are denoted by the vertical bars on the abscissa.
The symbols VB1 and VB2 denote the two lowest groups
of valence bands while CB1 and CB2 denote the two
lowest d-based conduction bands.

w pairs (I', -A, and I", -A,') made up of sulphur 3P,
and titanium 4p, and 3d,2 orbitals and two 0 pairs
(I",-A,') and (1,-A, ) made up of the in-plane x-y
combination of Ti 3d, 4s, 4p, and S 3p. The ~ val-
ence bands show a pronounced dispersion (-2.5 eV)
along the I -A interlayer direction characterizing
a strong interlayer overlap, while the more local-
ized v orbitals have a much smaller interlayer in-
teraction. Below the VB1 we find a second group
of two valence bands (VB2) separated from VB1 by
a 6.8-eV gap. These bands have a predominant
sulphur 3s character and, surprisingly, a non-
negligible dispersion (indicating the degree of its
non-core-like character). The splitting between
the centers of gravity of VB1 and VB2 is 10.3 eV,
which is close to the atomic 3s-3p splitting in sul-
phur (10 eV). Liang and Cundy, "in setting up a
phenomenological model for the electron-energy-
loss spectra in transition-metal dichalogenides,
suggested that the VB2 bands bend upwards to-

wards the VB1 group of bands at the BZ edges so
ag to form a structure that is similar to that of
homonuclear graphite. No such effects are ob-
served in our calculated band structure. We note
that the VB1 —VB2 splitting is largely an atomic
effect and that due to the heteropolarity of the sys-
tem, (cf., similar results" in hexagonal BN,
which is the heteropolar analog of graphite) the
low-lying sulphur "3s"band cannot overlap with
the mixed s-p VB1 band. Below VB2 we have the
Ti 3p band at -39.1 eV, the Ti 3s band at -61.7
eV, the S 2p at -15.6 eV, and the S 2s band at
-209.5 eV, etc. These bands (not shown in Fig. 4)
are very narrow and atomiclike in character; how-

ever, their center of gravity deviates in position
from the point-ion corrected free-ion eigenvalues
by as much as 1-3 eV due to the substantial core-
shifts introduced by the overlapping tails of the
neighboring wave functions. Similarly, the posi-
tion of the nodes in their corresponding wave func-
tions are shifted by as much as 0.5 a.u. relative to
the free-ion limit due to a substantial valence-
electron screening in the solid. Thus, a simple
frozen core treatment of these states seems to be
inappr opriate.

The antibonding 0* counterpart of the bonding VB1
bands is located between+1. 0 eV to about +10 eV
above vacuum (not shown in Fig. 4) and has a pre-
dominantly Ti 4s, 4p, and S 3d character with
some S 3s, 3p contributions. In this large o-cr*

gap are located the two d-like conduction bands
(denoted here as CB1 and CB2, respectively).
These bands are formed from Ti 3d orbitals with
a sizable contribution from Ti 4p, 4s, and S 3p,
3d. The lower band (CB1, denoted loosely in cry-
stal-field terminology as the "t~" band) is about
2.5 eV wide, while the higher one (CB2 or "e,"
band) is 1 eV wide with a, center-of-gravity cry-
stal-field gap of 2.3 eV separating it from CB1.
Owing to the trigonal distortion from the ideal
octahedral symmetry, CB1 is split into a twofold
representation (I", and A,') and a singly degenerate
representation (I", and A,') with about a 0.5-eV
l",'-A, gap. The minimum in CB1 occurs at the
L,' point with a second local minimum at M', . The
indirect valence-to-conduction gaps are 0.23 eV at
I",-L, and 0.29 eV at I', -M,'with a larger direct
gap of 0.84 eV at 1. The calculated direct gaps at
3f and L are 2.5 and 1.6 eV, respectively.

The band structure along the I'-M-K direction
deviates from that along the parallel A-L-H di-
rections due to interlayer interactions. These de-
viations are pronounced in the valence bands while
they are much smaller in the CB1 and CB2 bands
due to the negligible participation of the Ti 3d or-
bitals in interlayer bonding. Similarly, the large
0-0* bonding-antibonding gap is indicative of ad-
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vanced s-p bonding in the system.
While our band structure is qualitatively similar

to previously published results, ' '" ' it is clear
from the above that some fundamental differences
occur. Here we note that the order of bands ob-
tained in this work is at variance with that obtained
previously [e.g. , the position of the valence I', -
I', and M, -M, pairs is interchanged with the
KKR results' and the position of the conduction
levels I",-I", and A,'-A,' pairs is interchanged
with the orthogonalized-plane-wave (OPW) re-
sults "]. Further, the empirical LCAO work of
Murray and Yoffe,"with parameters adjusted to
reproduce the three lowest optical transitions,
yields a very small conduction-band width (2.04
eV), split by only 1.5 eV, and a similar under-
estimation in the VB1 width (2.8 eV). Similarly,
the KKR work' predicts a too narrow d-based
bandwidth (2.'I eV) with a narrow gap of only 1.2
eV between CB1 and CB2.

Recently, a self-consistent OPW calculation on
TiS, was published by Krusius equal. " This work
indicates a VB1 width of 6.6 eV with a 5.5-eV gap
between this band and the VB2 (width 2.5 eV).
While these characteristics of the valence band
agree with our results, the nature of the conduc-
tion bands differ considerably; the OPW indicates
very large direct gaps at I', M, and L (3.7, 3.V,
and 3.4 eV, respectively, compared with our re-
sults of 0.8, 2.5, and 1.6 eV, respectively) with a
very small (0.2 eV) CB1- CB2 splitting. We also
note that their calculated gaps increase (by about
0.8 eV) when the exchange coefficient o is in-
creased between -', and 1, while our calculations,
as well as the KKR' and the molecular" calcula-
tions, clearly indicate a pronounced dec~ease of
energy gaps with increasing a. Further, the cal-
culated OPW transition energies disagree with ex-
periment and show very considerable qualitative
differences in the order of the conduction levels as
obtained in this work. Similar pathologies in OPW
calculations of d bands in transition-metal com-
pounds (lacking a d core) have been previously"
attributed to a lack of sufficient plane-wave con-
vergence. We suspect that similar problems in
the work of Krusius etal. "might be responsible
for the substantial differences they obtain with the
present results and with the experimental data.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

A. Optical properties

The optical properties of TiS, in the visible and
ultraviolet were investigated by reflectance, '
transmission, "'"and electron-energy-loss" '"ex-
periments shown in Fig. 5. In all cases, the spec-
trum starts with a steep free-carrier line at
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FIG. 5. Observed (a) reflectance (Ref. 3); (b) trans-
mission (Ref. 37); and (c) electron energy loss (Ref. 39)
of T18&.

0-0.5 eV, that is probably due to excess Ti atoms
in the nonstoichiometric samples. The absorption
coefficient p, starts with the characteristic p "(8)
dependence. " The overall spectra in the 0-20-eV
region for the electric vector E perpendicular to
the crystal c axis can be separated into three re-
gions with large dips in the absorption coefficient
("windows") between them (Fig. 5): the first re-
gion extending up to 2.8 eV followed by a window
at -3.0 e V (region I), then a broad region up to the
second window at -8 eV (region II), and finally the
region extending to 20 eV (region III). Two plas-
mon bands appear at 7.4 and 22.3 eV correspond-
ing to the collective excitations of 4 and 16 elec-
t;rons, respectively. " Unlike the more ionic mem-
bers of the layered dichalcogenides group (e.g. ,
Cdl, ), no excitons have been clearly identified in
the spectra of TiS, ; it would thus seem that all the
structure observed in regions I-III originates from
interband transitions. We will account for these
transition energies in our theoretical model.

Since TiS, has an easy cleavage plane parallel to
the layer direction, all optical experiments were
done for an Exc polarization of the electric vector
E. Hence, we listed in Table II the calculated
transition energies between all high-symmetry
points that are connected by an allowed Ezctrans-
ition (some selection rules are given in Refs. 8
and 40), and collect the closely spaced transitions
into single groups. These results are compared
with the experimental transmission, "'"reflec-
tance, ' and electron-energy-loss" spectra. The
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TABLE II. Experimental and calculated transition energies at high-symmetry points in the
BZ of TiS& for the E&c polarization. Values are given in eV.

Transition

1. r;-r',
Ip —I3

2 . I'3 1 (

L2 L (

L& —L;

4 L2 L)
M, —I',
I'3 I"3

L2 L2
I'2 I'3

6. K,-K,
K2 K3

Calc.

1.02
0.84

1.65
1.63

2.04

2.36
2.54

3.96
3.22
3.80

4.50
4.55

Expt.

i.04, i.22 i 03

i.64, '1.4'

2.01, ~ 1.95b

2.29, ~ 2.20 b 2.1 c

3.37, 3.35 3 2

4 5ob

Transition

Lp L2

8. r3 I')
K2 K3

M2 M2

9 ~ I 3
—r(

A3 —A1

10. M;-M;
L2 L)

ii H3 H2

12. I ) I'3

M2 M2

Lp L(

i3. r, —r3
L2 L)

Calc.

5.03

6.81
6.55
6.76

io.o
10.2

10.7
10.8

11.2

13.3
13.6
13.2

i 5.8
16.1

Expt.

5ob

6.80

io.i"

io.5b

1 i.o b

13.6"

16.O'

Transmission, T = —268 'C Qef. 37).
Reflectance, T =20 C (Ref. 3).

Transmission, T = 625 'C Qef. 38).
Electron energy loss (Ref. 39).

agreement with experimental results is seen to be
very good. The spectra is divided into three re-
gions; the transitions labeled 1-5 in Table II occur
between levels in VB1 and the lower d-based con-
duction-band CB1 levels. These transitions are
separated by a 2.3 eV window from the second
group which consists of VB1- CB2 type transitions
and extending from about 4 to 7 eV (transitions
6-8 in Table II). The second window separating
the VB1-CB transitions from VB1-cr~ (antibond-
ing) transitions occurs at 7-10 eV and is followed
by the c-a* absorption region above 10 e V (trans-
itions 9-11 in Table II). The lower S 3s-based
valence bands (VB2) are excited to the d-ba. sed
conduction bands CB1 and CB2 at around 13 eV.
These optical transitions in the region above 13
eV might overlap the high-energy tail of the o-cr*
transitions. Finally, the collective excitation of
all (16) VB1+VB2 electrons appears as a plasmon
peak at around 19-22 eV." Although only a de-
tailed calculation of the imaginary part of the di-
electric constant would enable a definite assign-
ment of the transitions, the general excitation
pattern observed here appears to be correct.

Our assignment in the low-energy region paral-
les that of Murray and Yoffe in their empirical
LCAO calculation, ' but disagrees with the previous
KKR assignment based on a 1.4-eV shift in the
calculated excitation energies. ' The origin of the
first and second transmission windows agrees
qualitatively with the assignment of Fischer~

based on a molecular-orbitals model (and the data
of Sonntag et al. ) although a more detailed com-
parison with his simplified molecular energy-
level scheme is not possible. We also note that
the diffuse leading absorption edge observed in
the 0-0.5-eV region, ' "'"previously suggested
to arise from an indirect gap, "corresponds to
our minimum I', -I,,' and I', -M,' gape (0.23 and
0.29 eV, respectively) or alternatively to free-
carrier absorption. A non-negligible temperature
dependence of the transmission peak at 2.29 eV
might be indicative of an exciton transition, "al-
though further experimental work would be needed
to verify its existence.

The lowest direct interband transition'" "at
1.03-1.22 eV was previously observed to shift to
lower energies with increased Ti content in the
sample. " It was argued that this provides evidence
for a CB1-o* type transition and rules out a
VB1-CB1 transition since the energy of the latter
would increase with increasing Ti content due to
additional population of CB1 by the excess Ti 3d
electrons. We note here that the conduction-band
minima occur at Mand I, (and not at I') and only
these states are expected to be populated by a
slight excess of Ti 3d electrons (and hence shift
to higher energies) while the transition at 1.03-
1.22 eV assigned here to a F,' final state (being
some 0.6 eV higher than M,' and f.,') is actually
found to shift to lower energies with increased Ti
3d population, "in agreement with experiment. "
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TABLE III. Calculated and experimental values for
the band-structure features in TiS2. Values are given in
eV.

Expt. Calc.

Width of VB1
VB1-VB2 gap
Width of VB2
Total CB width
CB1-CB2 splitting

6—7, 4.0—4.5, 6—7
6—7, 7—8"

4 (10)

2.1, c 2.2d

5.5
6.8
1.9
3.6
2.3

He photoemission (Ref. 10).
"X-ray photoemission (Ref. 11).
0Appearance potential spectra (Ref. 12).
4X-ray absorption (Ref. 41).

The general pattern and splittings in the valence
bands of TiS, were investigated by x-ray photo-
emission" "and absorption, "while similar in-
formation on the. lowest conduction bands was ob-
tained in appearance potential spectra. " The re-
sults of these studies, summarized in Table III
(together with our calculated results), reveal a
broad valence-band split into two components: the
first (VB1), extending from the Fermi level to
about -6 eV" with a mean width'" of 6-7 eV (ver-
sus a width of only 4.0-4.5 eV observed in photo-
emission"), is separated by a gap of about 6-'I eV
from the lowest valence-band group (VB2), which
has a width of about 2-3 eV with its center of
gravity at 13 eV below the Fermi level. ~ The x-
ray absorption spectra~ in the sulphur L«and
1.&&t region and in the titanium M,«» region ex-
hibit a, separation of 2.3 eV between transitions to
the two lowest unoccupied bands. These were iden-
tified with the two lowest Ti 3d-based conduction
bands (CB1 and CB2, respectively). This splitting
is consistent with the observed width of the first
window in the optical spectra of TiS„andwith a
similar splitting observed in x-ray emission. "
The L,„,» appearance-potential spectrum of Ti
in TiS, shows a, broad conduction band" (width
-4 eV) that is split into two distinct components
with a gap of 2.1 eV between them, in good agree-
ment with the x-ray absorption and emission data
for the CB1-CB2 splitting. The agreement be-
tween the observed and the calculated valence-
and conduction-band width and splittings is very
good.

The weak photoemission peak observed' ' at
0-0.5 eV below the Fermi energy does not appear
in our calculated band structure. This structure
was previously attributed to a small overlap be-
tween VB1 and the lowest edge of the d-based CB1
band, in agreement with the observed semimetallic
electrical conductivity of TiS,."Our calculation
predicts a 0.2-0.3-eV gap between VB1 and CB1

and this appears to rule out such a mechanism in
the perfect crystal. Note, however, that the photo-
emission studies were performed on relatively im-
perfect crystals so that the nature of the observed
photoemission peak (intrinsic VB1-CB1 overlap,
the presence of some disorder induced states, '
impurities, or excess Ti electrons due to non-
stoichiometry"') could not be determined. The
HeII photoemission data" are consistent with the
presence of some 0.05 electrons(Ti atom (which
might also be denoted by impurities) while the x-
ray data of Wertheim eE p$. ' and Fischer" is con-
sistent with an interpretation of a degenerate semi-
conductor with a gap smaller than 0.2-0.5 eV (in
contradiction with the prediction of all other cal-
culations' '"). The orbital character of the elec-
trons responsible for the low-energy photoemis-
sion peak still awaits further experimental investi-
gation (e.g. , electron-spin resonance or nuclear-
quadrupole resonance).

The reflectance of TiS, in the infrared (ir) region
has been studied by Lucovsky equal. ""Out of the
nine vibrational modes in the Brillouin-zone cen-
ter, only one (Z„)is ir active (with polarization
E& c). The ir reflectance in the 0-4000-cm ' re-
gion reveals a broad and structureless plasmon
mode with no evidence for a lattice vibrational
mode. Fitting the reflectance spectra with a sin-
gle plasmon mode dielectric formula resulted in a
very large high-frequency dielectric constant
(e„=13.7") and a plasma frequency of 6900 cm '

(0.86 eV). This would lead to a high effective
transverse charge e~~ of about 5.9e", in contrast to
the much lower e$ values (-0.5e) for the group-VI
metal dichalcogenides. If dynamic charge redis-
tribution effects taking place during the vibrational
excitation are neglected, this high e~~ value for
TiS, would imply a highly ionic bonding with a for-
mal valency of about+4 for Ti, in the static limit.
Lucovsky et gI,.""found that this extreme ionic
structure is inconsistent with the observed inter-
atomic distances in the crystal [(i.e. , the sum of
the tabulated Ti and S (S-S) ionic radii is larger
than the observed mean Ti-S (S-S) distance in
the crystal] and concluded that the bonding in the
solid is predominantly metallic with a large dy-
namic contribution to the effective charge. They
supported this conclusion by the observation that
the Ti electronic configuration (3d'4s'4p') is fa,r
from the d'sp' configuration required for covalent
bonding in octahedral symmetry. However, as dis-
cussed in Sec. V, our calculated valence wave
functions indicate substantial covalent bonding to-
gether with a high (4.6e) effective cha. rge. We also
find that the promotion energy between a 3d'4s'4p'
electronic configuration to a 3d'4s'4p' configura-
tion (having an open-shell sp hybrid orbital avail-
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able for bonding in the crystal) is rather small
(1.5-2.0 eV) and easily compensated by the cova-
lent bond energy and the additional electrostatic
field formed by the Madellung crystal-f:eld poten-
tial.

B. Transport properties

The transport properties of TiS, have recently
received considerable attention. Thompson' re-
ported a T' dependence of the electrical resistivi-
ty in TiS, in the range T= 10-400'K. On the basis
of the analysis of the Seebeck coefficient, Hall ef-
fect, and resistivity data" it is concluded that the
resistivity can be factored into a rigid-band tem-
perature-independent effective-mass term and a
relaxation time term which contains all the tem-
perature dependence and is dominated by electron-
electron scattering. The magnitude of the ob-
served resistivity as well as its n '~' dependence
on the free-carrier concentration n was consistent
with an electron-hole scattering mechanism. The
nature of this scattering mechanism (i.e. , elec-
tron-electron, electron-hole, etc.) is a subject of
great interest and discussion. ""

The most likely origin of the observed transport
properties of TiS„based on the small indirect
gap found from our self-consistent calculations,
lies in the presence of a small amount of impuri-
ties even in the stoichiometric samples. This
seems consistent with the absence of de Haas-
van Alphen signals in even the best samples. "

We suggest here an additional mechanism which
can contribute to the explanation of the observed
conductivity in the presence of an apparent small
band gap. The experimental Seebeck coefficient
versus the changes in the susceptibility on doping
TiS, with excess titanium' indicates a very large
spectroscopic splitting factor g= 4.3. Such a
large value, which is required to explain the posi-
tive magnetic susceptibility in this material, was
also observed in other semimetals when the band
gap approaches the value of the spin-orbit split-
ting in the system. " The soft-x-ray spectrum"
of TiS, suggests a Ti 3p spin-orbit splitting of
1.3 eV which is substantially higher than the esti-
mated acmic value of 0.7 eV." The atomic Ti 3d
and S 3p spin-orbit splittings are 0.06 and 0.09 eV,
respectively; however, an enhancement factor such
as that implied by observed Ti 3p splitting would
bring the calculated gap in TiS, quite close to the
spin-orbit splitting and hence would explain the
large g value observed in this material. Such a
situation can favor a semimetallic behavior due to
electron-hole scattering arising from hole pockets
at I' in the valence band and electrons in the I.
(and M) conduction-band minima. Although crude,
we feel such a model can help to illuminate the

ambiguity between the transport data and the band
model. Detailed relativistic calculations are
needed to assess the validity of this hypothesis.

V. CHARGE DENSITY AND BONDING IN TiS2

A. Charge analyses, wave functions, and bonding mechanisms

The bonding mechanism in transition-metal com-
pounds in general, "" "and TiS„in particu-
lar, """have been the subject of a substantial
number of controversial studies. The role of
metallic d bonding versus a covalent s,p bond as
well as the degree of ionicity in this structure is
not properly understood at this time. In an attempt
to clarify this situation we undertook a detailed
study of the wave functions and charge density in
TiS,.

We start with the question: "How much of the
atomiclike titanium 3d, 4s, 4p, and sulphur 3s
and 3p character are present in the ground state
of TiS, crystal?" First we note two features of
this general problem: (i) There is always a con-
siderable degree of arbitrariness in attempting to
partition the multicenter crystalline charge den-
sity into partial waves associated with individual
sites. In principle, there exists a large number
of ways of doing this (e.g. , projecting the crystal-
line charge into an arbitrary muffin-tin repre-
sentation and expanding the spherical charge in
partial waves, "performing a Mulliken charge
analysis, etc.); each way, however, leads to a
distinctly different answer. Hence, we consider
here the partitioning of the crystal charge density
only as a rough guide for the electronic structure
of the solid, and in doing so we will avoid any ad-
ditional approximation to the density itself (e.g. ,
muffin tin). (ii) The orbital population in the solid
indicates the degree to which each one-site spheri-
cal wave is variationally mixed in the ground state,
but does not tell us anything about its contribution
to bonding (i.e., to form an enhanced wave-function
overlap and thus to increase the cohesive energy).
With these remarks in mind, we chose three par-
titioning schemes for the crystal charge density:
(a) the Mulliken population analysis" in which the
orbital charge is identified with the square of the
corresponding basis-set coefficient plus one half
of the orbital bond charge; (b) the Lowdin popula-
tion analysis" in which the Bloch basis is first
orthogonalized (using an S'~'C tra.nsformation
where S is the overlap matrix and C is the coef-
ficient matrix) and the orbital charge is then iden-
tified with the square of the transformed coef-
ficients in the nonoverlapping basis; and (c) the
minimum-deviation CCSC electronic configuration,
i.e., the orbital population that minimizes in the
least-squares sense the deviation between the cry-
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FIG. 6. BZ dispersion of the Mulliken orbital charge
in TiS&. The horizontal lines on the right-hand side de-
note the corresponding BZ averages.

FIG. 7. BZ dispersion of the Lowdin orbital charge in
TiS2. The horizontal lines on the right-hand side denote
the corresponding BZ averages.

stal and the superposition charge density.
Figures 6 and 7 show the Mulliken and Lowdin

orbital charges, respectively, along high-sym-
metry directions in the BZ, as calculated from the
FSC crystal wave functions of all occupied (core
plus valence) bands at 21 k points in the irreducible
zone. The corresponding BZ averages are indi-
cated by the horizontal bars on the right-hand
side. The results of these population analyses are
only qualitatively similar: the orbital character
along the 1 -M-K lines resembles that of the
A-L-H lines; the Ti 3d population reaches a
minimum near K and H and has several maxima
near Z, T, and R, etc. Note the large difference
in the dispersion of the S 3s population and the
generally larger dispersion obtained in the Lowdin
versus the. Mulliken analyses. Both calculations
show a considerable depletion of the Ti 4s orbital
(populations of 0.25e and 0.55e in the MuHiken and
Lowdin schemes, respectively) along with a sub-
stantial charge promotion into the formerly unoc-
cupied Ti 4p orbital (final populations of 0.44e and
1.02e in the MuUiken and Lowdin schemes, re-
spectively). The sulphur 3s population oscillates
slightly below its free-atom value while the S 3p

population shows a 0.4-0.6e increase over the
free-atom value. The quantitative differences be-
tween the Mulliken and Lowdin populations are
easily apparent. In the Lowdin scheme the orbital
charges are "softer, "showing more pronounced dis-

persionn

than in Mulliken's scheme, and a lower charge
polarization. The BZ-averaged Mulliken is
Ti+1 ~ 19 (3d . 1 4so. 54po. 4} and S-0.595 (3s1.913p4, 435

3d' "), and the final Lowdin population is Ti"'"
(3d2.214s0.554P1.02) and S 0 11 (3sl 523p4 403d0 09)

These configurations should be contrasted with the
converged CCSC result of Ti"'" (3d"'4s' 20+' )
and S "' (3s' "3p'"3d' ). We note that the re-
sults obtained by different partitioning schemes
differ considerably, and that none of them corre-
spond to any physically significant charge.

The following general conclusions, however, ap-
pear to be valid: (i) The important intra-atomic
charge rearrangements taking place in forming the
crystal from atoms are the titanium 4s to 4p
charge promotion and the sulphur 3s to 3p promo-
tion, with the Ti 3d orbital population remaining
very close to its ground-state atomic value of two.
(ii) The leading interatomic charge redistribution
involves transferring of titanium 4s charge to the
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a net Ti'~S «2sulphur 3p orbitals, resulting in a ne i
confi uration. Note that the valence VB1 and VB2
b d alone contain enough Ti 3d c ar' 3d character to ac-
count for the Ti 3d' structure without populati 'on of
the 3d-based CB1 and CB2 bands, an aand that the cal-
culated p/s hybridization ratio of sulphur in its
crysta ine on

'
11 bonding state (2.4-2.7) is rather close

to the i ea'd 1 ~~' structure required for oc a e ra
~ ~ 54bonding, contrary to previou ggs su estions. Our

results indicating a substantial Ti 4p population
in the ground state are in agreemment with the siz-
able Ti 4p —1s emission band (observed in the x-
ray band spectra") and in disagreement with the

band studies onassumptions made in previous
i 4 characterT'S ." In a calculation in which Ti pi

nt in the assumed variational basis setwas absen in
shifted to thewe found that n1ore Ti 4s charge was s i e o

sulphur orbitals (owing to the difficulty of provid-
ing extensive i — s 'T' 3d —4 intra-atomic charge trans-
fers res ing in iult' in higher ionicity of the structure
and enhanced band gaps (a-c* and VB1-CBl).

h t seems to have been overlooked in pre-
oundsvious LCAO studies of transition-metal compoun s

which
' dicate large band gaps and relatively nar-

row bands. n e."O th other hand, we observe that
the sulphur 3d states play a relatively minor role
in the occupied states in TiS, affecting only a small
reduction in the ionicity of the structure.

As stated previously, the point charges calculated
from the charge density by any of the partitioning
schemes discusse ad above does not tell us about the
contribut' f particular orbitals to bonding, nor
does it indicate whether the calculated formal ionic
charge corresponds to an actual charge transfer
between the aton1s in the unit cell or just to wave-

self-consistent valence-band wave functions along
the Ti-S bond direction for several high-sym-
metry kpoints are given in Fig. 8, omitting or
clarity any or i a cb t 1 oefficient that contributes less
than 5%. We see that while the Ti 3d orbital [Fig.

har e build up in3(a)] hardly forms any enhanced charge ui p
'

the bond region, the Ti 4s orbitals, and to some
extent the Ti 4p [cf., Figs. 8(c) and 8(b)], act to
produce a strong bonding combination. We also
note tha'. . w e e ihil the Ti 4s and 4p orbitals penetrate
deeply into the sulphur core region so as to s '

the S 3p node away from the atomic origin [Figs.
8(b) and 8(c)], the Ti 3d orbitals are too localized

are just slightly changed in shape relative to the
free-atom mi vli 't (volume effects being taken into
account). Hence, we conclude that although Ti

1 into that oc-character is mixed quite considerab y in o a
cupied mani o, of ld our variational calculation in i-
cates little bonding occurs with these orbitals. We
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aeter offurther note that the very-long-range character o
the Ti 4s and 4p orbitals results in a considerable

that an actual ionictype charge transfer cannot be
implied (this is consistent with the fact that the
ionici y o't of the atomic species that yield the best

Thus theseCCSC result is indeed very small). Thus, ese
results do not agree with previous suggestions of
metal 3d bonding to the nonmetal atoms in transi-
tion-me a c us ers,1 ters ""and with similar ideas put
forward to Lucovsky

equal.

"in interpreting the ir
effective transverse charge of TiS,.

Another point worthy of investigation arises from
the high optical transverse charge e~e* of TiS . In-
frared measurements "seem to dictate a e~ val-
ue of about 5.Se which is about 6-7 times larger
than that observed for group-VI dichalcogenides
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(e.g. , MoS,). In the absence of dynamic effects
(i.e. , change of effective charge due to the vibra-
tional displacement} a highly ionic Ti"S,' struc-
ture would be predicted, as is indeed assumed by
Chianelli et«."in their attempt to fit the observed
structure factors in TiS, by an atomic model. To
investigate this point, the effective charge was cal-
culated directly from the self-consistent charge
density. We start by computing the molecular unit-
cell dipole along the Ti-S direction X by integrat-
ing r~ p(r). To minimize the contribution of the
surface polarization (due to net charge transfer
across the cell boundary" ) to the total polariza-
tion, the integration is confined to a volume en-
closed by a minimum equipotential contour (V
= 0.02 a.u. ) marking the molecular boundaries in-
side the cell. Direct Diophantine numerical inte-
gration yields an electronic moment of 1.4ea,
(which is consistent with a rather low point charge
of +0.4e on Ti and -0.2e on S). We then compute
the dipole moment using the same lattice constants
as before but with an A& -type symmetrical dis-
tortion (with amplitude of 0.001 a.u. ) on the atomic
position. The necessary displacement derivative
of the dipole moment" is then simply calculated by
taking the numerical derivative. This procedure
yields an effective charge e~~ of 4.6e which is con-
siderably larger than the calculated static point
charge (0.42e) implied from the nonvibrating di-
pole and agrees reasonably well with the experi-
mental estimate. Clearly, TiS, has a very low
static ionicity which differs distinctly from its
large dynamic ionicity associated with the highly
polarizable 4s and 4p orbitals (the change in di-
pole moment associated with these orbitals con-
tributes 62% to the dynamic charge).

8. Energetics of bonding

We concentrate here on the relation between the
assumed electronic population of Ti and S in the
atomic limit and the energetics of bonding the cry-
stal. It has been a common practice in APW- and
KKR-type calculations for transition-metal com-
pounds'" to use a crystalline potential field de-
rived from a superposition of atomic potentials
in their ground state [viz. , Ti(3d'4s') and S(3s'SP').
Since many studies of the band structure of transi-
tion metals have indicated changes in the eigen-
values by as much as a factor of 2-3 upon modify-
ing the atomic population numbers, these were
used as "free'* parameters adjusted so as to ob-
tain agreement with experiment for some mea-
sured quantities. Here we study the effect of the
assumed populations from a variational point of
view, examining their effect on the total energy of
the system. We have previously described our

methods for obtaining the total crystal energy in
the numerical LCAO approach"" and have demon-
strated that good accuracy can be obtained for the
absolute total energy in solids made up of first-
row atoms (diamond, "BN, and LIF"). Since we
are not able to present to obtain a similar level
of accuracy in the absolute total energy of transi-
tion-metal compounds (because the presence of a
large number of core electrons necessitates very
high accuracy in integrating the associated oscil-
latory core density, and its very large contribu-
tion to the total energy), the cohesive energy can-
not be reliably computed. However, the relative
total energies (between band calculations with dif
ferent assumed atomic configurations) can be com-
puted to an accuracy of about 0.3 eV using 8000
Diophantine integration points if the two corre-
sponding band calculations do not differ in the core
contributions to the density. This accuracy is suf-
ficient for our present purpose.

To investigate the electronic population effects
on bonding in TiS, we have chosen three configura
tions for titanium: (I) Sd "o4s' o4po,

(II) Sd'4s' o4po, and (III) Sd'4s'4p~. In the first
configuration the 4s population is depleted in favor
of the 3d population, while in the second configura-
tion the 4s population is depleted in favor of the
4p population. Both these configurations leave the
titanium atom neutral and are hence associated in
the crystal with a neutral configuration for sulphur
of the type S(Ss'Sp'). In configuration (III) we al-
low for ionic character on the Ti (for Q &1}and
associate this configuration with a charged sul-
phur atom (Ss'Sp"" o' ')

'The observed" ground state of the Ti atom is
due to configuration (I) with Q =0 (which is de-
generate with configuration II with the same Q),
and gives rise to a, series of multiplets ('F, 'G,
'P, 'D} with an energy spread of about 0.15 eV.
'The next state in energy is due to configuration I
with Q = 1; its associate multiplet band starts at
about 0.8 eV above the ground state. At higher
energies one finds configuration II with Q = 1 which
lies some 1.9 eV above the ground state. Analytic
(Slater} Hartree-Fock atomic calculations" give
the 3d'4s' state at only 0.54 eV above the ground
state while a Gaussian basis calculation" shows
that the average of energies of the lowest triplets
arising from the 3d'4s'4p' configuration lies
slightly lo~er than the 3d'4s' configuration aver-
age. Since the width of both the valence band and
the d-based conduction band in TiS, is much larger
than these energy differences, it seems that both
configurations (I+ II) have to be considered. Con-
figuration III was also included since it is degen-
erate with configuration II at Q = 1 and allows for
ionic character at lower Q.
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FIG. 9. Atomic total energies for Ti and S as a func-
tion of electronic configuration in the local-density
approximation. The zero level is chosen as the 3d24s~
and 3s 3P ground-state configurations for Ti and S,
respectively. The titanium configurations are: (I)
3d +o4s2 o4pO; (II) 3d 4s o4pO; {III) 3d~4s~4po while
the sulphur configuration is 3s 3P for (I} and (II} and
3s23P + q for configuration (III}.

Figure 9 shows the atomic total energies cal-
culated in the local-density approximation as a
continuous function of populations (variation of Q)
for the different channels in configurations I-III.
Unlike the case of the compound, atomic total en-
ergies can be obtained to high accuracy by use of
standard one-dimensional integration techniques.
The zero level was set as the Ti 3d'4s' and S
3s'3p4 ground-state configurations for titanium
and sulphur, respectively. The results parallel
the experimental configuration averages as dis-
cussed above. It is seen that when titanium changes
its configuration (by changing Q) along channel I,
its total energy increases by about 1 eV for Q = 1
and leads to an open shell 4s' orbital that is cap-

able of forming an s -p bond in the crystal. A

higher promotion energy (-2.8 eV) is required when

the atom changes its configuration along channel

II, but now both 4s and 4p orbitals are capable of
forming bonds in the solid. In both cases. the sul-
phur atom remains neutral and thus stays at the
same relative total energy (denoted here as the
zero reference level}. When Ti changes its con-
figuration with decrease of Q from @=1along the
ionic channel III, its energy increases by as much
as 2.8-6.5 eV; here both a 4sp hybrid can be
formed and a positive charge developed on this
site which would cause, in turn, an electrostatic
Madellung-type stabilization in the crystal. The
sulphur atom in the corresponding ionic 3g'3p'+" ~'~'

configuration [marked S(III) in Fig. 9] lowers its
total energy along this channel by as much as 4
eV. The dashed curve in Fig. 9 denotes the rela-
tive total energy of a structure of one Ti and two
S atoms, both changing their configuration along
channel III. It is seen that although configuration
III seems too high in energy for Ti, the accom-
panying decrease in the sulphur total energy makes
the combined process reasonable in terms of ener-
gy cost (only 1.78 eV above the ground state of Ti
+ 2S atoms compared with a maximum of 2.8 eV
for configuration II}. Although crude, these simple
atomic total energy arguments predict a minimum
for configuration III at a titanium net charge of
about 0.5e which turns out to be not too far from
our final self-consistent result for the solid. Thus,
in a relatively narrow total energy region of about
1.7 eV, there are three possible classes of titan-
ium configurations which may compete in forming
the bonded crystal: the first has 3d and 4s orbit-
als available for bonding; the second also has an
4p open shell; and the third has, in addition, an
associated point-ion electrostatic field. Of course
only a variational calculation for the solid can
confirm their relative importance.

Figure 10 shows, on a relative energy scale,
the total crystal energy per unit cell as obtained
in separate non-self-consistent calculations with
different atomic configurations. For convenience,
we have chosen the zero value of relative crystal
total energy to coincide with that yielded by the Ti
Sd'2s' configuration (Q = 0 in I and II). In each of
these calculations both the superposition crystal
potential and the numerical basis set are construct-
ed from the corresponding atomic configuration
(cf., Sec. III). We see that the Sd'4s' structure
has a relatively high total crystal energy (due to
the availability of only 3d orbitals for effective
bonding in the solid). Splitting the closed shell
4s' orbital results in enhanced stabilization (I
with Q w0) while further 4p population (II) produces
even stronger binding. Structure III yields the
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lowest total energy with a minimum at Sd'4s'4p"
(corresponding to Ti'"S,") and a stabilization
of about 4 eV per unit cell over the 3d'4s' struc-
ture. These results agree with the predictions of
the simple atomic model discussed above.

One realizes, of course, that the structures I-
III do not span the entire configuration space avail-
able for the Ti and S atoms. Indeed, a fully op-
timized CCSC treatment yields a slightly different
configuration (as discussed in Sec. II) and a lower
total energy (denoted by a horizontal line at -5.8
eV). As expected, a full self-consistent treatment
(in which the individual atomic configurations lose
their meaning) results in an even higher-energy
stabilization (also indicated by the horizontal lines
in Fig. 10). However, our basic conclusions that
the stability of the TiS, crystal stems from Ti
4sp to S Ssp ionic-covalent bonding with little par-
ticipation of Ti Sd seems nevertheless valid in
view of the relatively small total energy changes
introduced by full self -consistency.

It is instructive to consider the various energy
band gaps obtained in the non-self-consistent cal-
culations for TiS, with the various assumed atomic
configurations (Fig. 11). We see that configura-
tion I yields very high gaps at I and L in accord-
ance with the predictions of the atomic model, with
the direct 1 -1 * gap decreasing with increasing
3d population. Calculation of the Mulliken and
L5wdin populations for this structure shows that
the 3d orbital always contains significantly less
charge than the prescribed 2+@ population, in-
dicating a substantial departure from self-con-
sistency. On allowing 4p population, the band gape
decrease, and the charge analysis of the occupied
bands indicates a stabilization of the 3d population
around 2e together with a depletion of 4s population

I.O 4.0 w

0.5

0
0 I.O

Q (e)

3.0
I.O

FIG. 11. Changes in the major band gaps and widths
with assumed atomic configurations. El I'*, EMM*,
and b, I'M* indicate the lowest I'-I', M-M, and I -M
bands gaps, respectively. WCB and 8'v~& indicate the
total width of the d-based conduction band and first
valence band, respectively.

in favor of 4p and sulphur Sp. This is consistent
with the lowering in energy of the atomic 4s level
relative to the Sd level in going from I to II and
III. The stabilized 4s and 4p levels can now par-
ticipate more effectively in bonding. We find that
the amplitude of the Ti 4s charge density at the
sulphur nucleus in the solid increases from 0.55e/
a.u. ' for the Sd'4s' configuration to 1.64e/a. u. '
for the optimal configuration III case, indicating
effective wave-function penetration in the latter
case. The substantial changes in the calculated
gaps and bandwidth observed in Fig. 11 emphasize
the weakness of non-self -consistent calculations
with their ad hoc assumptions of atomic configura-
tions. " Further, the results obtained in Fig. 10
stress the importance of using a variational rather
than an empirical criterion for choosing the atomic
configuration for a band calculation.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of non-self-consistent results
for the band structure using differing basis sets, an ex-
change coefficient ~ =1, and the old lattice constants
(Ref. 30). Values are given in eV.

Qua. ntity
Slater

set (Ref. 35)

Minimal Extended
numerical numer ical

set set

Width of VBi
Width of VB2
VBi-VB2 gap
rr' gap
MM' gap
LL' gap
I'M' gap
rL' gap
Ti 3s band
Ti 3p band
S 2p band

4.25
1.03
9.88
1.91
2.29
2.32
1.71
i.67

-74.76
-51.62

—183.67

4.54
1.36
7.77
1.32
2.60
1.98
0.92
0.83

-68.2
-44.9

-170.8

4.56
1.36
7.76
1.01
2.32
1.77
0.84
0.73

-68.1

—44 ~ 8
-170.8

VI. DISCUSSION OF EFFECT OF VARIOUS
COMPUTATIONAL PARAMETERS ON RESULTS OBTAINED

We have indicated in the foregoing that the ab-
sence of self-consistency is a major reason for
both the qualitative and quantitative differences in
the results of previous calculations with those of
the present model. Here we will briefly discuss
the effects of further approximations used in
band models for transition-metal compounds.
Since previous non-SC calculations on TiS, were
carried out using the old lattice constants, "an
exchange coeffici.ent of one, and with the correla-
tion functional omitted, we repeated our calculation
under the same conditions so as to facilitate the
comparison.

In Table IV we examine basis-set effects on the
calculated band structure. We show the results
obtained by Ellis and Seth" using an analytic (Slat-
er-type}atomic Hartree-Fock basis set (this cal-
culation was extended by us to include also k points
other than I'} together with our results for a mini-
mal numerical (i.e., no virtual orbitals) and for an
extended numerical basis set. It is seen that a
numerical basis set has a significant effect
on the valence-to-conduction band gaps while
the valence band is reasonably described by the
analytic set. This difference probably stems both
from the inconsistency of using a Hartree-Fock
basis set with a local exchange crystal potential
and from the absence of nonlinear variation in the
analytic set (our calculation indicates a contrac-
tion of about 30% in the optimized 4s orbital rela-
tive to the free-atom value}. We also give in Table
IV energy values for some of the core bands; the
corresponding values in the free atom are 66.9,
43.8, and 17Q.7 eV for Ti, 3s, Ti 3p, and S 2p,
respectively. The extended numerical set is seen

TABLE V. Comparison of the non-self-consistent KKR
and extended LCAO basis calculations for ~ = i. The
lattice constants in both cases are taken from Ref. 30
and an identical atomic configuration of Ti (3d 4s )
S (3s 3p ) is used. Values are given in eV.

Quantity MT-KKR (Ref. 6) LCAO

Width of VBi
Width of CB1

Width of C82
Total CB width
CBi-CB2
r-r* gap
M-M* gap
L-L* gap
l"-M* gap
1-L~ gap
VBi maximum
CBi maximum

5.11
1.51
1.03
2 ~ 73
1.2
2.0
2.82
2.27
1.44
1.40
13
L+

4.56
1.93
1.38
3.45
2.3
1.01
2.32
1.77
0.84
0.73
r;
L(

to reduce somewhat the calculated gaps, but has
little effect on both core and valence bands. Ex-
perimentation with different extended sets resulted
in only small differences from the results shown
here.

We next compare the results of our LCAO model
with those of the muffin-tin KKR model' in the
non-self -consistent limit. Both calculations pre-
sented in Table V use the same exchange coef-
ficient lattice constant and assume identical atom-
ic configurations for the potential construction.
We use our best extended numerical set so as to
minimize the differences with the well-converged
KKR set. The remaining difference is in the po-
tential employed; the muffin-tin approximation was
made in the KKR model, whereas the full potential
was used in the LCAO model. The results pre-
sented in Table V indicate consistency in the de-
scription of the valence band together with sub-
stantial differences I(20 90)%] in the width and
position of the d-based conduction band, relative
to the valence band. The APW calculations of
Mattheiss" on similar compounds indicated that
non-muffin-tin corrections in the intersphere re-
gion are responsible for some 20% increase in
the d-band width and a 10/p reduction in the 1"-1*
band gap. He also showed that these intersphere
corrections lower the individual band edges by as
much as 40'Fg, and enhance the metal-chalcogen
bond by lowering the potential barrier between the
atoms. Although this explanation is consistent with
our discussion of the bond formation, we find the
order of magnitude of the calculated intersphere
muffin-tin corrections too smail to explain the
discrepancies found here. It is thus possible that
the nonspherical corrections inside the inscribed
spheres (these are quite sizable and anisotropic
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TABLE VI. Comparison between various self-consistent models with different treatment of
exchange and correlation. ~vT indicates the mean of Schwarz's (Ref. 23) values for Ti and S
(= 0.72). Values are given in eV.

Quantity

Exchange
model

2&=3

Exchange and
correlation

model

Exchange
model

+VT

Exchange
model
+=i

Width of VB1
Width of VB2
VB1-VB2 gap
Width of CB
I -l gap
M-M* gap
L-L* gap
I'-M* gap
I'-L* gap

5.64
1.97
6.77
3.64
0.87
2.60
1.65
0.32
0.27

5.49
1.94
6.76
3 59
0.84
2.51
'. .63
0.29
0.23

5.45
1.67
7.67
3.83
0.78
2.51
1.60
0.27
0.23

4.56
2.23
7.75
2.98
0.098
2.36
1.31
0.01
0.00

in the LCAQ model due to substantial core pene-
tration from neighboring sites) might be respon-
sible for the remaining differences (this aniso-
tropy of charge and potential close to the atomic
sites is spherically averaged in both APW and
KKR models).

We finally examine the effects of exchange scal-
ing and the correlation potential on the band struc-
ture (Table VI). We performed fully self-consis-
tent calculations for the points I', L, and M using
exchange models with a = 3, 0.72, and 1.0.

The results indicate that upon increasing & the
major band gaps decrease drastically and that for
& =1 the gaps at L and M vanish. This behavior
under exchange scaling stems from the different
sensitivity of VB1 and CB1 wave functions to the
exchange: while the upper valence bands (VB1) are
characterized by wave functions which are rather
delocalized and spread on both the Ti and 8 sub-
lattices, the wave functions at L and I in the con-
duction-band edge are much more localized (most-
ly on the Ti sublattice) and hence stabilize to a
larger extent by increasing the exchange potential.
We do not think, however, that the choice + =1 is
physically meaningful and prefer the use of the
Kohn and Sham exchange (with n =-, ) and correla-
tion potential. Columns 1 and 2 in Table VI show
the results obtained in the yure exchange model
with & = 3, and those obtained in a separate ex-
change and correlation calculation (using the corre-
lation potential of Ref. 20). It is seen that the cor-
relation functional acts to decrease the band gays
and bandwidth (hence making the results more sim-
ilar to those obtained with n vr= 0.'I2), but that the
overall change is rather small.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A fully self-consistent numerical-basis- set LCAQ

calculation was performed on TiS, in the local-
density model. The calculated optical transition
energies in the 0-16-eV range as well as the vari-
ous width, gaps, and splittings compare very
favorably with optical electron energy loss, pho-
toemission, x-ray absorption, and appearance po-
tential spectra. We find significant differences with
previous non-self-consistent muffin-tin calcula-
tions as well as with the OPW calculation of Kru-
sins et al."

In particular we note the following conclusions:
(i) An indirect gap at M and I, of 0.2-0.2 eV per-

sists in the structure. We estimate the possible
error in this calculated gap due to computational
approximations (e.g. , number of Diophantine inte-
gration points, BZ summation points, basis-set
size, and cutoff distance in direct space summa-
tions) to be around 0.10-0.15 eV. We find the
gap to be only slightly reduced (at the self-con-
sistent limit) by either increasing the exchange co-
efficient n from 3 to the virial value (0.'t2) or by
introducing the (nongradient) correlation function-
al, while only a much larger n value (~1) pro-
duces a vanishing gap. It is stressed, however,
that such a value of & is not considered realistic
in the context of the local-density model. We note
that a nonlocality in the potential (such a,s that in-
troduced by higher-order correlation terms) will
act differently on the band edges at the I' and L
points, and thus might affect the value of the in-
direct gap. The semimetallic enhancement in the
observed g value is tentatively explained by a
near coincidence between the energy gap and the
enhanced spin-orbit splitting, in agreement with
the soft-x-ray data on TiS, and with similar effects
observed in other semimetals. The small value
of the calculated band gap is in contradiction with
previous calculations and results from the self-
consistent screening of the d-based bands by the
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4s and 4p states as well as by the interatomic
charge transfer from Ti to S.

(ii) The bonding in TiS2 is predominantly covalent
and based on overlap of Ti 4sP oribitals with S SP
orbitals; the Ti 3d wave functions play a relatively
insignificant role in bonding, although they are
appreciably mixed into the occupied bands. No

metallic bonding is found in TiS„in contradiction
with previous suggestions.

(iii) The TiS, structure is characterized by a low
static ionicity but large dynamic ionic effects due
to the polarizability of the diffuse Ti 4sP wave func-
tions. The large formal charges obtained from
population analysis of the wave functions do not
imply actual charge transfer but result instead
from wave-function overlap.

Finally, we may use our results for TiS, to
make some informed speculations about the band
structure of TiSe, and its properties. The earlier
KKR calculations' for TiSe, gave a direct band gap
of 1.2 eV and an indirect gap of -0.5 eV (vs 2.0 and
1.4 eV for TiS,). Extrapolating these trends in the
case of our self-consistent calculations indicates
that the indirect band gap in TiSe, is negative, i.e.,
the conduction band at I (and M) is lower in ener-
gy than the valence band at I" (and possibly at A),
and gives rise to its semimetallic behavior.
Angle-resolved photoemission studies on Tige,
(with x somewhat greater than one) show" that the
conduction band at M dips below the top of the
valence band at I'. (Unfortunately, similar studies
of the band states at L have not been reported. )
Bachrach et al."concluded that stoichiometric
TiSe, would be a semimetal. Recently, DiSalvo
et al."studied more closely stoichiometric sam-
ples and found TiSe, to be a semimetal with a
small band overlap and a low number of carriers.

Recent interest in TiSe, has centered on the
unusual 2a, by 2co superlattice which forms in
TiSe, at low temperature. ' Wilson" has suggested

that this might be an example of the so-called
excitionic state" rather than a charge-density
wave state such as that found in the group-V lay-
ered dichalcogenides. ' Woo et al. ' studied the in-
tensity of x rays diffracted by the superlattice,
magnetic susceptibility, resistivity, and far-in-
frared reflectivity, as a function of temperature
in nonstoichiometric samples. Their results
showed that the transition observed at &0 145
+5 K is second order and they concluded that it
was apparently a normal-to-commensurate transi-
tion driven by the Fermi surface which has a highly
two-dimensional character. Recent neutron
studies" on stoichiometric samples found T, = 202
K involving transverse atomic displacement with
wave vector j=(-,', 0, 2); this transition was inter-
preted as being driven by electron-hole coupling.

Our TiS, results, extrapolated as above to the
case of TiSe„areconsistent with this interpreta-
tion. With empty (hole) states at I' and occupied
(electron) states at L (and M), the electron-hole
coupling can be strong, particularly if their Fer-
mi surfaces are close to nesting and/or if volume
effects (i.e., parallel bands near E~ spanned by
the same q vector) are important —as appears to
be the case for TiSe, . In addition to this electron-
hole coupling, the nature of the electron Fermi
surface —namely, nearly two dimensional with
large nesting between the flat parallel sections of
the Fermi surface in planes perpendicular to the
z axis in the zone —can give rise to electron-elec-
tron (intraband) coupling maxima in the generalized
susceptibility y(q) as in the case of IT-TaS, and
TaSe„and result in possible experimental conse-
quences. Calculations of the electronic band struc-
ture of TiSe, are in progress.
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